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Abstract
Cool weather and associated slow growing degree day accumulations describe the 2009 corn growing season to date. Rich Pope discussed degree day trends and comparisons over years in a recent Integrated Crop Management News (ICM) article. Degree day accumulations this year track similar to those of 1992 and 2004 which were both excellent years for corn yield. In an earlier ICM article, the positive aspects of cool night temperatures were discussed: cooler temperatures correlate positively with yield.
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By Roger Elmore and Lori Abendroth, Department of Agronomy

Cool weather and associated slow growing degree day accumulations describe the 2009 corn growing season to date. Rich Pope discussed degree day trends and comparisons over years in a recent Integrated Crop Management News (ICM) article. Degree day accumulations this year track similar to those of 1992 and 2004 which were both excellent years for corn yield. In an earlier ICM article, the positive aspects of cool night temperatures were discussed: cooler temperatures correlate positively with yield.

The August USDA-NASS Iowa corn yield forecast of 185 bushels per acre if proven correct will be the highest ever recorded. Their next forecast is due on Sept. 11, 2009. During the third week of August, Pro Farmer’s Midwest Crop Tour forecasted 186 bushels per acre for Iowa. Both of these forecasts encourage those involved in corn production. Given allowances for areas devastated by hail as well as specific fields impacted by various diseases, the crop has looked very good. The latest USDA-NASS Crops and Weather Report rated 76 percent of Iowa’s corn as good to excellent. How does the 2009 season look now?

Computer simulation model
We used a computer model, Hybrid-Maize, to predict yields for five Iowa State University Research and Development Farms. The crop model helps us better understand the interaction between management, genetics and weather. It allows us to fix management - planting date, plant population, etc. - and genetics; weather is the only variable that changes across the years. The model predicts the maximum yield possible given the weather conditions experienced in previous years. It assumes that there are no other limiting factors like diseases, insects, low N availability, etc. Yield predictions follow for the five locations based on actual weather through Aug. 28, 2009.

Five predictions
Results from the yield predictions are shown in Figures 1 through 5 along with the assumptions made at each location relative to hybrid maturity, planting date, plant population, and maximum yield predicted for that location. The range in projected grain yield – from best to worst - lessens as the season progresses as more environmental data accumulates. The x-axis is calendar date when predictions were generated.

The predicted lines display three scenarios: the best possible, median, and worst possible scenario. For example, the best-possible scenario uses actual 2009 weather for that location up to the simulation date, and then predicts yield assuming that from that point to maturity the best actual weather in the database ever received at that location will occur.
Figure 1. Lewis IA Hybrid-Maize Yield Predictions - 2009

- Date of Planting: 1 May
- Hybrid: 2782GDO, 115 day
- Plant Population: 30,000
- Max Yield: 305 bu/acre

Figure 2. Crawfordsville IA Hybrid-Maize Yield Predictions - 2009

- Date of Planting: 1 May
- Hybrid: 2782GDO, 115 day
- Plant Population: 30,000
- Max Yield: 337 bu/acre
Predictions for the southwest location, Lewis (near Atlantic), were stable through August and are near 100 percent of maximum (Figure 1). In the southeast, Crawfordsville (south of Iowa City), predictions for the best possible scenario declined in the last three weeks to near 90 percent of maximum (Figure 2). Data from both of these southern locations also show that the predicted yields of the worst yields are increasing; favorable weather enhanced kernel fill. This is encouraging.

On the other hand, best possible yield predictions for the three northern locations - Ames, Sutherland, and Nashua, Figures 3 to 5, continued to decrease beginning in mid-July and now range between 70 and 90 percent of maximum. These trends are likely associated with the significant and continued reduction in growing degree days and indicate that we have lost yield potential during kernel fill.

**Impact of even more cool temperatures**

Cool temperatures may prevail through September; some National Weather Service forecast tools suggest that temperatures may be several degrees less than normal. To determine the impact this would have on corn yields, we reduced the high and low temperatures in the database for Ames by 3 degrees F for September. Reduced temperatures lowered the median yield prediction by 15 percent.

**Considerations**

To achieve the best yields across the state for 2009, the corn crop needs plenty of sunlight and rainfall as well as average temperatures. A late frost is also necessary for a good share of Iowa’s corn to maximize grain yield in 2009.

Yield predictions or forecasts are fallible and simply provide a framework for understanding how weather affects yield. The September USDA-NASS yield forecast will provide better insights on the status of the crop during the critical seed fill stages. Will Iowa’s corn crop reach a new record?
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